Clinical and perioperative applications of three-dimensional echocardiography
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Abstract
The use of three-dimensional echocardiography, both in the clinical cardiology and perioperative settings, has increased thanks to its ability to add important information to the standard bi-dimensional exam and to evaluate structures without geometric assumptions. Both real time three dimensional (3D) transesophageal echo and offline quantitative measurements from 3D acquisitions have become integral for qualitative and quantitative analysis of structures and for surgical and procedural guidance. This review aims to provide an overview on the applications of 3D echo, with particular reference to the perioperative settings.
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INTRODUCTION
At the end of the 20th century, The New England Journal of Medicine released a landmark editorial listing the 11 most important medical achievements of the past 1000 years; body imaging was included as one of them¹. Among all the imaging modalities developed over the decades, echocardiography is now one of the most widely used diagnostic test.

The history of echocardiography, sprinkled with many interesting events and anecdotes², cataloguing the journey towards currently used echo modalities, is quite intriguing. Standard mono- and bi-dimensional
Echocardiographic examination for transthoracic and transesophageal echocardiography allow the physician to obtain crucial information on cardiac structures, function, and hemodynamics in a remarkably quick and non-invasive or minimally invasive manner. In recent years, the never-ending quest for better quality and more detailed images, fueled by the invaluable contribution of the newest advances in hardware and software technologies, has led physicians to “usher in the third dimension”[iv]. Three-dimensional echocardiography (3D echo) can potentially overcome many of the limitations intrinsic to mono- and bi-dimensional echocardiography. The great opportunities offered by this relatively novel technique have aroused the interest of many: In order to give a sense of it, a total of 9631 papers could be retrieved on Pubmed by searching “three dimensional echocardiography” (April, 2019).

This review aims to provide an overview on the applications of 3D echo, with particular reference to the perioperative settings.

**THREE-DIMENSIONAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC EVALUATION OF CARDIAC STRUCTURES**

As a general principle, 3D echo is based on the acquisition of pyramidal datasets used to sample the cardiac structures of interest, acquired over a single beat [real-time (RT)] or several beats (multi-beat). Multi-beat acquisitions use ECG gating to “stitch” volume slices together by means of a dedicated software to generate a 3D image[iv].

The accuracy and feasibility of 3D echo in studying valvular and congenital lesions has been largely demonstrated in the operating room, where 3D transesophageal echo (3D TEE) has been able to accurately predict valve morphology and provide complementary anatomic information to two-dimensional TEE (2D TEE)[iv]. Unsurprisingly, 3D TEE has now been widely integrated into the workflow for guiding complex interventional procedures[v].

Adequate 2D image quality is an essential prerequisite for the evaluation of any cardiac structure by means of 3D echo. Moreover, inclusion of the entire cardiac structure of interest within the pyramidal dataset is of utmost importance. Of note, this can be quite challenging in patients with dilated ventricles (both left or right ventricle).

Once images are acquired, a key advantage of 3D over 2D echo is represented by the fact that measurements do not rely on any geometric assumptions. Dataset analysis is therefore not affected by foreshortened or off-axis views, as opposed to traditional 2D assessment.

However, the higher spatial resolution of 3D echo comes at the expense of lower temporal resolution, as compared to other echo modalities; while this might constitute a disadvantage (especially when assessing regional wall motion), careful technical adjustments of the images might still provide reasonable accuracy[vi]. Of note, poor temporal resolution could be improved by a multi-beat acquisition that stitches volumes together. Notably, this modality requires a motionless patient (without interference of electrocautery, arrhythmias, or ventilation).

With the advent of newer, more powerful TEE and TTE probes, this issue has been significantly improved with adequate frame rates from a single beat acquisition.

Nevertheless, as elegantly summarized by Surkova and colleagues[vii], the specific advantages of 3D echo over other imaging modalities - including its portability, absence of ionizing radiation, and the full compatibility with implanted cardiac devices like pacemakers and defibrillators- outweigh the aforementioned limitations in most cases.
EVALUATION OF THE LEFT VENTRICLE

Subjective interpretation of left ventricular (LV) volumes and function has long been recognized as one of the greatest limitations of mono- and bi-dimensional echocardiography. Accurate interpretation of LV volumes and function becomes even more difficult in the not uncommon case of patients with regional LV wall motion abnormalities, including aneurysmal LV for which conventional 2D echo has been demonstrated as not accurate in determining absolute LV volumes and ejection fraction (EF) because of LV asymmetry.

Validation of echo against cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (regarded as the gold-standard), nuclear imaging, and computed tomography (CT) has consistently shown 3D echo to be more accurate and reproducible compared to conventional 2D evaluation. In a meta-analysis including 23 studies (1,638 echocardiograms), Dorosz et al. showed that 3D echo, as compared to cardiac MRI, systematically underestimates volumes and has wide limits of agreement; its performance, however, remains better than traditional 2D methods. Of note, greater magnitude of bias was reported in patients with poor quality data sets and/or large ventricles, likely due to the known difficulty to include larger structures within the 3D pyramidal dataset. Similar results have been obtained in other series, confirming the systematic underestimation of MRI-derived volumes by 3D echo.

These concepts have been incorporated into the latest edition of the American Society of Echocardiography (ASE) guidelines on chamber quantification, which now recommend different cutoffs to define normal LV 3D parameters.

A certain degree of underestimation by 3D echo has also been demonstrated with regard to LV mass assessment as compared to cardiac MRI, although improvements in terms of accuracy have been achieved more recently. In a meta-analysis including 25 studies comparing 3D echo vs. cardiac MRI, Shimada et al. found that papers published in or before 2004 reported high heterogeneity ($I^2 = 69\%$) and significant underestimation of LV mass by 3D echo [-5.7 g, 95% confidence interval (95%CI) -11.3 to -0.2, $P = 0.04$], papers published from 2005 to 2007 were still heterogeneous ($I^2 = 60\%$) but showed less systematic bias (-0.5 g, 95%CI -2.5 to 1.5, $P = 0.63$). In contrast, studies published in or after 2008 were highly homogenous ($I^2 = 3\%$) and reported excellent accuracy (-0.1 g, 95%CI -2.2 to 1.9, $P = 0.90$).

EVALUATION OF THE RIGHT VENTRICLE

The complex and highly asymmetric anatomy of the right ventricle (RV) has traditionally represented a challenge for quantitative evaluation by echocardiography. Its trabeculations, along with the retrosternal position and its unique shape (defying any easy geometric approximation) explains the difficult task of RV assessment. Nonetheless, RV size and function have been shown to be important predictors of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in patients with various conditions.

Conventional 2D echo lacks the possibility to encompass the whole RV structure (inflow, outflow, and apical trabecular area); consistently, RV evaluation must be pursued by means of acquisitions via multiple acoustic windows, as recommended by international guidelines.

Nowadays, different imaging modalities can offer better understanding of the RV anatomy (e.g., cardiac MRI, CT scan) but their use is limited by local availability, higher costs, complexity and greater time-consumption compared to echocardiography.

The previously described ability of 3D echo to acquire the whole structure of interest has opened to new possibilities to overcome the challenges encountered with conventional echocardiography when it comes to exploring “the forgotten ventricle” (Figure 1).
Vendors have developed dedicated software packages allowing the operator to perform accurate RV volumes and function evaluation with no need for geometrical assumptions.

As in the case of the LV, underestimation of RV volumes should be expected when comparing 3D echo to cardiac MRI. In a study enrolling 100 consecutive adult patients with normal or pathologic RVs, Leibundgut and associates generated a dynamic polyhedron model of the RV using a dedicated software. EDV, ESV, and stroke volumes were slightly lower on 3D echo imaging than on MRI (124.0 ± 34.4 vs. 134.2 ± 39.2 mL, \(P < 0.01\); 65.2 ± 23.5 vs. 69.7 ± 25.5 mL, \(P = 0.2\); and 58.8 ± 18.4 vs. 64.5 ± 24.1 mL, \(P < 0.1\), respectively), while no significant difference was observed for EF (47.8 ± 8.5% vs. 48.2 ± 10.8%, \(P = 5.7\)) confirming results of other groups \(^{16}\).

Various imaging modalities (2D echo, 3D echo, radionuclide ventriculography, cardiac computed tomography, gated single-photon emission CT, and invasive cardiac cine ventriculography) were tested against cardiac MRI with respect to both LVEF and RVEF accuracy by Pickett et al. \(^{19}\). For RVEF, CT and 3D echo were shown to have the best data to support their use with a bias < 5%, tight limits of agreement and good correlation coefficients \((r > 0.75)\) \(^{19}\).

**EVALUATION OF CARDIAC VALVES**

Conventional 2D echocardiography requires multiple views of the structure of interest along with the ability to mentally reconstruct the 3D image of the item under investigation, which can be particularly challenging in the case of the complex anatomy of diseased cardiac valves.

3D echo allows easier and, most importantly, better understanding of valvular anatomy and morphological disorders. These possibilities have made 3D echo extremely useful in the case of mitral valve (MV) disease, when, for instance, precise location of flail or prolapsed leaflet becomes of great importance both for diagnosis and repair.

**Mitral valve**

The human MV is a complex 3D device made of independent elements that constitute a dynamic structure where interaction among leaflets, mitral annulus, subvalvular apparatus (chordae tendineae and papillary muscles), and the left ventricle must be perfectly coordinated \(^{20}\).
The superiority of 3D over 2D echo in the assessment of patients with mitral regurgitation (MR) has consistently been reported. Pepi et al. evaluated the feasibility and accuracy of 3D transthoracic echocardiography (3D TTE) and 3D TEE in evaluating MV pathology in 112 patients undergoing MV repair surgery. 3D techniques were feasible in a relatively short time (3D TTE: 7 ± 4 min; 3D TEE: 8 ± 3 min), with good (3D TTE 55%; 3D TEE 35%) and optimal (3D TTE 21%; 3D TEE 45%) imaging quality in the majority of cases. 3D TEE allowed more accurate identification (95.6% accuracy) of all MV lesions in comparison with other techniques; of note, 3D TTE and 2D TEE had similar accuracies (90% and 87%, respectively), whereas the accuracy of 2D TTE (77%) was significantly lower.

The use of 3D color enables new level of possibilities of assessment of mechanisms and severity of regurgitant lesions. Accurate evaluation of jet morphology, jet origin and jet volume is easily achieved, since direct visualization of jet characteristics is possible with no need for mental 3D reconstruction. Moreover, 3D color has prompted a true “Copernican revolution” in the quantification of the severity of MR, as it has been convincingly demonstrated that the vena contracta (VC) is often highly asymmetric, therefore making 2D assessment less reliable.

A higher level of accuracy in terms of MV anatomical details, identification of diseased segments, prolapsing or calcified scallops, measurement of leaflet surface, tethering distance, tenting volume (just to cite some of the many parameters one could collect), can be obtained by means of 3D TEE, as compared to TTE. Newly developed semi-automated/ modeling packages for quantitative analysis of MV geometry and function based on 3D echo images acquired during 3D TEE are also available.

These tools are particularly helpful in understanding the pathophysiology and severity of MR, as well as in planning surgical or interventional treatments. In a study evaluating the utility of parametric 3D modeling...
of the MV, investigators found that modeling with color-encoded display of the MV leaflets, assisted the most inexperienced imagers in MV pathology diagnosis.\(^24\)

3D echo might also provide incremental diagnostic value in patients with MV stenosis. The ability of 3D echo to assess residual MV orifice area has been validated by Zamorano et al.\(^25\). Authors tested which echo-Doppler method showed the best agreement with MV area invasively evaluated by the Gorlin’s formula in 80 patients with rheumatic MV stenosis. Compared with all other echo-Doppler methods, real time 3D echo had the best agreement with the invasively determined MV area (average difference between both methods and limits of agreement: \(0.08\) cm\(^2\) \([-0.48-0.6]\)); notably, interobserver and intraobserver variability were both good (intraclass correlation coefficient [ICC] = 0.90 and 0.96, respectively).

Aortic valve

Lower rates of successful 3D echo imaging of the aortic valve as compared to the MV have been reported in the past years. In an initial experience with real-time 3D TEE on 211 patients by Sugeng et al.\(^21\), excellent visualization of the aortic valve was achieved in only 18% of cases, as opposed to the MV for which excellent visualization was reported in 85% to 91% of patients for all scallops of both MV leaflets. Nevertheless, improved technology (both on the hardware and software sides) has nowadays made 3D echo not only capable of providing good quality images but also to overcome another pitfall intrinsic to the traditional evaluation of the aortic valve by means of 2D echo. Standard use of the continuity equation for the evaluation of aortic valve area (AVA) in patients with aortic stenosis assumes a circular shape of the LV outflow tract (LVOT)\(^26\). However, similarly to the VC, the LVOT can often be asymmetric [Figure 4]; this, in turn, potentially leads to significant under-estimation of the AVA when continuity equation is applied in the context of 2D imaging.

An interesting study by Gaspar and associates showed that the LVOT was eccentric in 96% of patients studied and that LVOT areas calculated from 2D echo systematically underestimated LVOT area compared to cardiac CT by \(17 \pm 16\%\)\(^27\). However, due to inadequate TTE image quality of the LVOT, there was only moderate correlation between 3D LVOT area and cardiac CT \((r = 0.63)\).

Multiple studies have shown good correlation between 3D annular and perimeter measurements of the aortic annulus compared to CT. In a meta-analysis by Elkaryoni and colleagues including 14 studies and 1,228 patients, there was excellent agreement between 3D TEE annular area and perimeter with CT-derived measurements \((r > 0.8)\).\(^28\)

There has been interest in using 3D TEE to determine AVA in aortic stenosis - both as 3D planimetry and using 3D planimetry of the LVOT and applying the continuity equation. While 2D echo assessment of AVA
by planimetry and Doppler derived techniques (via the continuity equation) has been widely validated and studied, 3D AVA values have uncertain clinical significance and these values have yet to be validated.

Evaluation of aortic valve by 3D color echo may also improve the quantification of aortic regurgitation (AR) severity. Perez de Isla et al.\textsuperscript{[29]} used 3D color Doppler of AR to measure 3D VC to quantify severe AR and compared it to the gold standard of MRI. They studied 32 patients and traced the cross-sectional effective orifice area by using multiplane reconstruction of the en-face view (equivalent to VC area). They found excellent linear correlation between 3D echo and MRI: At a 3D vena contracta area cut off of 0.50 cm\textsuperscript{2}, the receiver operating characteristic curve demonstrated excellent area under the curve to detect severe AR (3D VC cross sectional area method = 0.97; 3D VC cross sectional area/LVOT cross sectional area method = 0.98), and the authors concluded that 3D color echo is an accurate and highly reproducible diagnostic tool for estimating AR severity. Additionally 3D color echo had better agreement with CMR than 2D color Doppler. The utility of 3D echo in the setting of AR was also explored by Pirat and colleagues, who showed that proximal isovelocity surface area by 3D color-Doppler is feasible and quantification of 3D aortic regurgitant volume was more accurate than the usual 2D methods ($r = 0.83$ and $r = 0.69$ vs. volumes measured by flow meter for 3D and 2D echo, respectively)\textsuperscript{[30]}.

**THREE-DIMENSIONAL TRANSESOPHAGEAL ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY IN THE PERIOPERATIVE SETTING**

As a modality, “perioperative TEE” is defined as the use of TEE for clinical care of patients before, during and immediately after procedures. 3D echo has enhanced both quantitative and qualitative information of ventricular and valvular function as well as our ability to use TEE as a procedural adjunct during structural heart cases and open cardiac surgery.

**PERIOPERATIVE 3D TEE ASSESSMENT OF LEFT AND RIGHT VENTRICULAR FUNCTION**

Assessment of ventricular function is one of the cornerstones of perioperative TEE. Though 2D method of disks is currently the gold standard\textsuperscript{[4]}, 3D has been shown to be more accurate than 2D, and 3D
semi-automated assessment of LV function has recently been incorporated in the ASE guidelines for comprehensive perioperative TEE exam\cite{31}[Figure 5]. Similar to TTE, recent studies with 3D TEE have shown improved accuracy compared to 2D with the gold standard of cardiac MRI\cite{32}. 

3D assessment of the RV intraoperatively is a promising new application of perioperative TEE. There is ample literature suggesting that current 2D indices of RV assessment are limited in assessing overall RV function due to the complex geometry of the right ventricle. There have been TTE studies demonstrating improved accuracy of RV quantification with 3D echo\cite{19}. In the past, this application was limited by the fact that measurements needed to be made offline through dedicated software and were more time consuming, which is cumbersome in the acute perioperative setting. In earlier generation 3D TEE probes, the large sector size necessary to capture the entire RV created images with poor temporal resolution. However, with newer, more powerful 3D TEE probes, temporal resolution is often preserved [Figure 6] in addition to providing superior spatial resolution. Though 3D RV evaluation is feasible, there remains few intraoperative RV 3D imaging studies to date, and those that exist performed analyses off-line. Of note, a recent article by Grønlykke and colleagues comparing 2D and 3D indices of RV function found that 3D evaluation of RV stroke volume correlated with RV pulmonary artery catheter derived cardiac output\cite{33}. Nevertheless, as 3D evaluation of the RV becomes more efficient, it is expected to be incorporated to the intraoperative workflow.

**PERIOPERATIVE 3D TEE FOR PROCEDURE GUIDANCE AND VALVULAR ASSESSMENT**

3D TEE has improved communication between the cardiac anesthesiologist and cardiac surgeon or interventional cardiologist by allowing the structures of interest to be shown in real-time, reconstructed in the en face “surgeon’s view” - how the surgeon sees the structure anatomically in the chest. Studies have shown that 3D imaging of the MV is superior to 2D in assessing the pathology of degenerative MR and predicting the complexity of MV repair\cite{34-36}, as well as the success of the repair\cite{37}. As valve sparing aortic surgeries become more preferred and commonly performed, it remains to be seen whether 3D will be helpful in predicting success of aortic valve repairs\cite{38}.

Advancements in 3D technology has allowed real time 3D TEE to have a central role in percutaneous structural heart interventions. While guidance during these procedures was originally recommended...
for intracardiac positioning of catheters only, it now also includes assisting with the actual deployment of devices. This is crucial for percutaneous mitral and tricuspid repair, paravalvular leak closures, atrial septal defects (ASDs) closure, left atrial appendage (LAA) closure, and emerging new devices such as the transcatheter MV repair and replacement devices (TMVR). In the specific case of TMVR, 3D TEE imaging is essential for the trans-septal puncture (position ideally slightly inferior and posterior from the middle of the interatrial septum) to allow for ability to maneuver the TMVR system. If the approach is apical, TEE is used to locate the optimal site for incision. TEE is then used with fluoroscopy for positioning of the TMVR device within the native annulus or surgical ring, usually with 3D imaging or biplane imaging (which requires 3D technology) to avoid malpositioning of the TMVR during deployment.

3D TEE imaging’s role is pivotal with MitraClip procedures [40] [Figure 7], for depth perception as well as the spatial orientation not well appreciated during fluoroscopic imaging [42].

Echo and fluoroscopic images are displayed simultaneously to facilitate orientation of catheters and device positioning. Given the great utility of 3D TEE in the assessment of patients with multiple valve orifices or complex or multiple regurgitant jets, its advantages over traditional 2D TEE are self-evident when evaluating patients after MitraClip [Figure 8] [42].
Assessment of severity of residual MR is central as it determines procedural success and patient prognosis after percutaneous edge-edge clip repair. Grading residual MR severity after percutaneous edge-edge clip repair is challenging and assessment has traditionally relied on integration of multiple 2D echo parameters as recommended by national and international societies\[43,44\].

Notably, 3D color Doppler allows for direct measurement of the effective orifice area or VC area. In a recent retrospective study enrolling 155 patients, Avenatti and colleagues evaluated the feasibility and performance of summative VC area of multiple jets for residual MR after percutaneous MV repair against expert multiparametric appraisal of MR severity and invasive hemodynamics; the authors found that summative VC area correlated well with invasive hemodynamics and that a VC area threshold of 0.27 cm\(^2\) had good diagnostic accuracy for identification of ≥ moderate MR with an area under the curve of 0.81. Additionally, smaller VC area were associated with less clinical symptoms as measured by New York Heart Association functional class improvement. This study introduces total VC area after mitral valve edge-edge clip repair as a novel technique in quantification of residual MR severity and may have potential value in Guidelines recommendations\[45\].

3D color Doppler has also been used to assess the location and amount of paravalvular regurgitation jets [Figure 9] both immediately and after repair, or later during paravalvular leak closure procedures\[46\].

Valve area immediately after repair can also be accurately assessed by 3D planimetry\[42\]. Multiplanar reformatting (MPR) is used for linear annular measurements of the tricuspid and mitral valves\[47,48\] and aids in the periprocedural sizing of rings and valves, sizing of ASDs, sizing of LAA for LAA closure devices, and valve sizing for transcatheter valve replacement\[28,49,50\].

3D TEE has been shown to have increased accuracy compared to 2D echo which in many cases is relevant for improved clinical outcomes. Johri et al.\[51\] found that in complex ASDs (33% of a total of 24 ASDs studied), ASD area measured by 3D TEE was larger than 2D TEE (2.8 ± 1.3 vs. 1.7 ± 1.4 cm\(^2\); \(P < 0.05\)). This was clinically important because 3D TEE areas were also 27% larger in patients that had residual shunt after ASD closure suggesting that 2D TEE can underestimate the area of complex-shaped ASDs. Streb and colleagues compared real time 2D TEE with real time 3D TEE in 40 patients during place of a LAA occlusion device and found that there was better device size agreement (weighted Kappa 0.62 vs. 0.28,
respectively) with 3D TEE vs. 2D TEE\textsuperscript{[52]}. Kronzon \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[53]} used real-time 3D TEE for evaluation of residual MR after mitral repair and replacement and found that 3D TEE provided more information than 2D echo including accurate evaluation of the origin of residual MR, the type of ring or prosthesis used, and location, size, shape, and area of the dehisced segment in cases of MV replacement. This increased detail could aid in perioperative decisions to address the defect.

**FUTURE SCENARIOS**

In the future, TEE may routinely be combined with fluoroscopy for multimodality real-time fusion guidance during interventional procedures. Indeed, overlay of markers and images has the potential to improve communication between the operator and the imager, increase procedural success, and decrease radiation exposure. Future prospective studies are necessary to evaluate the utility of live fusion imaging. In addition, the advent of 3D capabilities of intracardiac echocardiographic catheters suggests that this imaging modality should be revisited for potential guidance during catheter-based interventions\textsuperscript{[54]}.

Until live fusion or “augmented reality” imaging is fully realized, 3D printing may be a useful option to translate CT and 3D TEE imaging. 3D printing allows for discussion and preoperative planning on patient-specific structural heart anatomy and pathology as well as preparing for 2D and 3D imaging best to elucidate the anatomy and device positioning. 3D printing may also help select device size in cases of unclear valve sizing. Currently, 3D printing is often obtained from CT or MRI modalities due to their high spatial resolution. However, 3D TEE printing is now possible, and may be applicable to future valve interventions after fine tuning work flow, 3D printing times, and software compatibility for conversion of 3D TEE to models\textsuperscript{[55]}.

**THE VALUE OF EXPERIENCE WITH 3D ECHO**

Although 3D echo provides real-time images of the heart valves, training is required to differentiate normal anatomy from artifacts. The majority of studies demonstrating benefits in diagnosis of valve pathology have included expert readers with significant experience. Less experienced readers may not be able to accurately interpret 3D echo information. The utility and accuracy of 3D echo and MPR is dependent on user familiarity; multiple studies have shown that 3D echo measurements differ among expert vs. novice echocardiographers. Even among experts, there is a significant difference between 2D and 3D measurements.
suggesting that 3D measurements are not interchangeable with 2D measurements. Bouchez et al.\textsuperscript{[56]} studied the difference in anterior MV leaflet length as measured by expert and novice imagers. The authors found there were systematic differences in anterior mitral leaflet length in 2D vs. 3D measurements and between beginner vs. expert imager measurements ($P < 0.001$ and $P = 0.005$, respectively). Tsang et al.\textsuperscript{[57]} found both novice and intermediate readers had greater difficulty interpreting 3D images of the MV than 2D. In contrast, expert readers were very proficient at identifying mitral valve anatomy in 2D and 3D. Hien’s study looked at the diagnostic accuracy of 2D vs. 3D echo for MV prolapse and found that 3D TEE conferred an advantage to both expert and inexperienced echocardiographers\textsuperscript{[24]}. Therefore there is some debate as to the advantage of 3D echo interpretation and diagnosis among different level imagers. The heterogeneity of the literature suggests there is a significant learning curve for 3D echo and variation in interpretation regarding level of expertise. It is important to note that many of the studies conferring benefit of 3D and improved expert were performed by expert readers and may not be applicable in clinical practice.

CONCLUSION

3D echo use, both in the clinical cardiology and perioperative settings, has increased because of its ability to add important information to the standard 2D exam and evaluate structures without geometric assumptions. Both real time 3D TEE and offline quantitative measurements from 3D acquisitions have become integral for qualitative and quantitative analysis of structures and for surgical and procedural guidance. However, many of these studies were performed under optimal conditions with expert echocardiographers. The true advantage of 3D in the everyday clinical setting may be less than reported. The next generation of echo probes with high temporal resolution, improved parametric modeling, and the emergence of new structural heart devices will continue to facilitate the use of 3D echo perioperatively and increase diagnostic abilities in the clinical setting. It is imperative that imaging echocardiographers be familiar with 3D spatial orientation of intracardiac structures as well as how to perform quantitative analysis.
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